
Star people

a. Star people

b. You left me

c. City of light (instrumental)

d. Amnesia

e. Alien walk (instrumental)

f. Social behavior

g. I'm singing alone

h. Cosmic rain, Part 1 & 2 (instr.)

i. Star people (reprise)

j. I wanna go home

a. Star people

They think we came to help

but I don't recall a thing

all I do is to clutch myself

but I still like the bling

We're the Star people

and we don't belong to earth

we're the Star people

and we're regretting our birth

They lock us up in rooms

and medicate us strange

I want to be leaving soon

I don't know who to blame

We're the Star people

and we don't belong to earth

we're the Star people

and we're regretting our birth

b. You left me

The sun is setting

the rain has come to an end

the scars are, are mending

but still there's a nagging pain

You left me

many years ago

you left me

don't you think I know

you left me

in the pouring rain

you left me

on the field of bones

The moon is shining

and I can see by it's light

the shapes in the distance

are coming so close tonight
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You left me

many years ago

you left me

don't you think I know

you left me

in the pouring rain

you left me

on the field of bones

The dead end is glowing

the road is turning down

the stars has stopped showing

the bells has stopped to sound

c. City of light (instrumental)

d. Amnesia

I lost my sense of direction

I don't know my purpose

they think I'm on a big mission

it's not my decision

Amnesia - feeling lost and lonely

amnesia - I can't be the only

amnesia - wonder what

I'm missing

amnesia - why can't they 

just listen

I'm waiting for my connection

restoring my memory

nothing is ever to happen

I'm just a bad model

Amnesia - feeling lost and lonely

amnesia - I can't be the only

amnesia - wonder what

I'm missing

amnesia - why can't they

just listen

e. Alien walk (instrumental)

f. Social behavior

I don't know where to sit

I don't know how to fit

I don't know what to say

I don't know when to leave

Social behavior

a city on the moon

social behavior

I bet you need a spoon

I don't know where to look

I don't know how to walk

I don't know what to be

I don't know when to smile
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Social behavior

a city on the moon

social behavior

I bet you need a spoon

Social behavior

a city on the moon

social behavior

I bet you need a spoon

g. I'm singing alone

I'm singing and playing

I think I have to

I'm dancing and swaying

I think I need to

I'm singing alone

nobody hears my song

I'm dancing alone

nobody sees my steps

nobody is caring

I'm just a spoiled brat

they just keep on walking

I'll put on my hat

I'm singing alone

nobody hears my song

I'm dancing alone

nobody sees my steps

h. Cosmic rain, Part 1 & 2

(instrumental)

i. Star people (reprise)

I'm looking at the sky

as life will be passing by

the rare birds will fly so high

and I just want to go

We're the Star people

and we don't belong to earth

we're the Star people

and we're regretting our birth

We're the Star people

and we don't belong to earth

we're the Star people

and we're regretting our birth
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k. I wanna go home

Lying on my bed

with a drop of life in my vein

I can't take it in

life without feeling pain

I wanna go home

to the city of light

I wanna go home

to my world without fight

Looking at the sky

feeling trapped again in my flesh

throwing chairs around

clearing tables with a crash

I wanna go home

to the city of light

I wanna go home

to my world without fight

I wanna go home

to the city of light

I wanna go home

to my world without fight

I wanna go home

to the city of light

I wanna go home

to my world without fight
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